Professional Ventures
Minerva’s first graduating class of 103 students entered the professional world equipped with an entirely unique global mindset and highly-transferable knowledge. Supported by Minerva’s Coaching and Talent Development team, students have gained professional expertise throughout their university experience through internship and research opportunities, semester-long collaborations, and coaching feedback sessions. Whether conducting pivotal research in laboratories, strategizing operations at impactful organizations, or starting their own businesses, Minerva students are successfully pursuing their passions through public, private, and social sectors across the world.

94% of students in full time positions or in graduate programs

100% of graduating seniors held an internship role

14% continuing their education in masters programs, doctorate programs or academic fellowships

*all data collected was recorded six months post graduation
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Global Opportunities

56% of students are working in countries different from their home countries

62% of students are working in the United States

*size of clusters indicates more opportunities